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Magnetic dichroism in the angular distribution has been demonstrated for single-electron pho-
toemission from inner ns2 subshells of gaseous atomic targets using the example of K-shell pho-
toionization of polarized Li atoms laser-prepared in the 1s22p 2P3/2 excited state. The effect is
pronounced for the conjugate shake-up and conjugate shake-down photoelectron lines, and less im-
portant, though observable, for the main and direct shake-up lines. The phenomenon is caused
by configuration interaction in the final continuum state and is quantitatively described by the
close-coupling R-matrix calculations.

Photoemission from anisotropic targets, such as po-
larized atoms, oriented molecules, magnetized films and
2D materials, generally depends on the target orientation
with respect to the polarization vector of the incoming
radiation. The difference of the photoelectron flux for
two target polarizations is quantified by various kinds
of magnetic dichroism in photoemission (MDPE). The
MDPE in the XUV range, both angle-resolved and angle-
integrated photoemission, accompanied by remarkable
theoretical developments, provides valuable information
on electron structure and bonding [1], element-resolved
magnetic structure [2] and, more generally, on the ori-
gin and dynamics of magnetic phenomena [3]. In atomic
photoionization, the MDPE serves as a basis for the ”per-
fect” experiment, aimed at complete quantum mechan-
ical knowledge of the process (e.g., [4, 5]). However, in
atomic single photoionization from closed s-subshells, the
MDPE is normally expected to be negligible, since the
emission of the spherically symmetric s-electron should,
in first approximation, not depend on the target polariza-
tion. It can even be shown explicitly [6] that in the single
configuration nonrelativistic approximation any kind of
MDPE vanishes in the photoionization of an s-electron.

In principle, the interaction of the ejected electron on
its way through the atom with the charge cloud of the
anisotropic valence shell can lead to a dependence of
the photoelectron flux on the polarization state of the
outer shell and generate MDPE in inner-shell ns2 pho-
toionization for the isolated atoms. A similar mecha-
nism works in molecules, when the angular distribution
of K-shell photoemission crucially depends on the ori-
entation of the molecule due to scattering of photoelec-
trons by the anisotropic potential of residual molecular
core [7]. However, recent measurements at the free elec-
tron laser FLASH in Hamburg (Germany) with laser-
aligned Li∗(2p) atoms did not observe, within the sta-

tistical accuracy of 1%, alignment dependence of K-shell
single ionization for photon energies of 85-91 eV [8]. Since
in these experiments the residual ionic discrete Li+ states
were not resolved, the possible dichroic effect could have
been smeared out and the general conclusion about neg-
ligible MDPE is doubtful. However, even in high resolu-
tion photoelectron spectroscopy, no effects of the align-
ment of the laser excited Li∗(2p) state on the K-shell ion-
ization were noticed in experiments with combined laser
and synchrotron radiation beams [9].

This paper reports on the first measurements and the-
oretical interpretation of the MDPE in atomic photoion-
ization of a ns2 subshell. For the experiments, we ap-
plied angle-resolved electron spectroscopy at the high-
brilliance third generation synchrotron radiation (SR)
source BESSY (Berlin, Germany) and used laser opti-
cal pumping to produce excited Li∗(2p) atoms with vari-
able polarization. The geometry of the set-up is shown
in Fig. 1. The counter-propagating laser and SR inter-
sect a beam of lithium vapour, which is produced by a
radiatively heated oven, in the source volume of a high-
resolution electron energy analyzer (Scienta SES-2002)
mounted at the magic angle (54◦44′) with respect to the
horizontal linear polarization vector of the SR. Both lin-
early and circularly polarized SR beams were used to
measure at a fixed electron emission angle the linear mag-
netic dichroism in the angular distribution (LMDAD)
and the circular magnetic dichroism in the angular distri-
bution (CMDAD), respectively. The polarized Li atoms
were produced via optical pumping of the Li 1s22s 2S1/2

− Li∗1s22p 2P3/2 transition at 671 nm with a narrow
band (1 MHz) cw ring dye laser. In order to measure
the magnetic dichroism in the K-shell photoionization,
circularly polarized laser light was used, generating ori-
ented Li atoms in the 2P3/2 excited state. Changing the
helicity of the laser by means of a rotatable quarter wave
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FIG. 1: Geometry of the set-up with linearly polarized
laser and linearly polarized SR for measurements of the
LADAD(0/90) and LADAD(45/135). The LMDAD (CM-
DAD) is measured with circularly polarized laser in combi-
nation with linearly (circularly) polarized SR.

plate reverses the initial atomic polarization and enables
us to determine the LMDAD and CMDAD as differences
between the photoelectron intensities for left- and right-
handed circularly polarized laser light. By combining
both linearly polarized laser and SR, we observed the
linear alignment dichroism in the angular distribution
(LADAD), which is defined as the difference between the
photoelectron intensities for the directions φ and φ+90◦

of the laser polarization with respect to the electric field
vector of the SR. The two independently measured quan-
tities are LADAD(0/90) and LADAD(45/135) for φ = 0◦

and φ = 45◦, respectively (Fig. 1). The overall resolution
of the present experiment was set to 40 meV comprising
both the bandwidth of the SR and the resolution of the
electron analyzer. Electron spectra were recorded at pho-
ton energies of hν = 85, 90, 100, and 122 eV, i.e., away
from the resonance regions where autoionizing states of
Li are located [10]. The majority of measurements were
performed with linearly polarized SR, since the CMDAD
could only be measured at 122 eV due to undulator re-
strictions for producing circularly polarized SR at lower
photon energies.

Figure 2(a) gives an example of two photoelectron
spectra recorded for opposite directions of the Li∗(2p)
orientation with linearly polarized SR at the photon en-
ergy of 90 eV. For the mutual normalization of the two
measured spectra we used the fact that the MDPE from
the Li ground state vanishes (see below). The closely ly-
ing 1D and 3D components of the 1s3d line, which are
separated by only 4 meV, were not resolved in the exper-
iment. The conjugate shake-down line 1s2s 1S located at
25.53 eV kinetic energy overlaps with the main 1s2s 3S
line arising from photoionization of the remaining ground
state atoms. Therefore, this line as well as the very weak
1s3s 1S line were excluded from the analysis. The LM-
DAD, which is the difference between the two spectra,
is clearly much stronger than one would expect for an
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FIG. 2: Measured (a) and calculated (b) angle-resolved pho-
toelectron K-shell spectra of Li initially in the oriented 1s22p
2P3/2 state for two opposite orientations: Excitation with
left- (right-) handed circularly polarized laser light is indi-
cated by the blue-dotted (red-solid) line. The SR beam with
the energy of 90 eV is linearly polarized and collinear with
the atomic orientation. Insets show lines 33S and 23S in
more detail. The maximal value of the orientation parame-
ter [15] (A10 = 3/

√
5) is implied in theoretical calculations.

The strong line at 25.6 eV in panel (a) corresponds to the
photoionization of ground state atoms (see text).

effect never observed before; for the conjugate shake-up
into the 1s3s 3S, 1s3d 1,3D states and conjugate shake-
down into the 1s2s 3S state the dichroism is of the same
order of magnitude as the cross section itself. The LM-
DAD for the main lines 1s2p 1,3P and the shake-up lines
1s3p 1,3P is smaller, but still observable.

As noted above, in the nonrelativistic single-
configuration approximation no MDPE is expected in
atomic photoionization from ns2 subshells. While the
relativistic spin-orbit interaction in the final state was
pointed out as a possible reason for a small (∼0.1%)
MDPE in photoionization from the 3s2 core subshell of
ferromagnetic Fe [11], this mechanism cannot work for
isolated light atoms like Li with negligible spin-orbit in-
teractions. Therefore, configuration interaction must be
accounted for to explain the experimental results. The
large values of the observed MDPE for the conjugate
shake transitions 2p → ns, n′d already point to those con-
figurations causing the main effect. Whereas the normal
shake transitions lead to configurations of the residual
ion with the same parity as the main line 1s2p, the con-
jugate shake transitions are characterized by the oppo-
site parity of the corresponding configurations 1sns, n′d.
Therefore the main ionization channel γ + Li∗(1s22p) →
Li+(1s2p) + ǫp, characterized by an emitted ǫp electron
with kinetic energy ǫ, should be coupled to channels
Li+(1sns)+ǫs, ǫd and Li+(1sn′d)+ǫs, ǫd, ǫg with emitted
ǫs, ǫd, and ǫg electrons.

In first approximation, the normal shake process can
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FIG. 3: LADAD(45/135) (a) and LMDAD (b) for ionization
of Li∗1s22p 2P3/2 leaving the Li+ ion in different 1snℓ states.

3D denotes theory and experiment for unresolved 31D and 3D
states. Calculations are performed for the valuesA10 = 3/

√
5,

A20 = +1 for LMDAD (pumping with circularly polarized
laser) and A20 = −1 for the LADAD (pumping with linearly
polarized laser) [15].

be considered as the result of the sudden change of the
potential due to the ejection of the 1s electron and the
transition probability by the overlap (monopole) matrix
elements 〈2p|np〉 [12]. Similarly, the conjugate shake
transitions can be represented in a simplified picture as 1s
photoionization process γ+Li∗(1s22p) leading, for exam-
ple, to the final ionic state Li+(1s3d) by a E1 transition
2p → 3d accompanied by the 1s → ǫs shake-off. Such a
picture based on simple overlap arguments is, however,
quite insufficient to explain the observed phenomenon of
MDPE. For the normal shake process, the 〈2p|np〉 over-
lap is independent of the polarization of the 2p state;
for the conjugate shake process, the 2p → 3d transi-
tion induced by linearly polarized SR light is invariant
with respect to reversing the sign of the magnetic quan-
tum numbers of the 2p electron and, therefore, cannot
produce any LMDAD. Moreover, the emitted ǫs photo-
electron is isotropic, while the accurate R-matrix calcu-
lations predict high anisotropy of the photoelectrons in
the conjugate shake up into Li+(1s3d) [10]. Thus, even a
qualitative description of the MDPE necessitates sophis-
ticated methods, which include extensive configuration
mixing and interchannel coupling [10, 13], to account for
the active 1s electron exchanging energy and orbital mo-
mentum with the 2p electron.

To express the MDPE in terms of the LS-coupled chan-
nel photoionization amplitudes, we use the theory devel-
oped in Refs. [6, 14]. Neglecting relativistic effects and
summing up over the unresolved final Li+ fine-structure
states, for the above geometry we obtain (in atomic units)
for magnetic dichroism

LMDAD = −παω

3
A10

√

5

3
Im B̄122 , (1)

CMDAD = −παω

3
A10

√
3

4

(√
2B̄101 + B̄121

)

. (2)

Here ω is the photon energy, α is the fine structure con-
stant and A10 is the orientation parameter of the ini-
tial Li 22P3/2 state [15], whose value depends on the
laser pumping conditions. The maximal orientation is
achieved when all the excited atoms are accumulated in
a state with the maximal absolute magnetic quantum
number m = 3/2 or m = −3/2. The LADAD(0/90) and
LADAD(45/135) are expressed by Eq. (8) of [16] and
are proportional to the alignment parameter A20 of the
Li 22P3/2 state [15]. The dynamical parameters B̄k0kkγ

are given by Eq. (32) of [6] (the bar indicates summa-
tion over the residual ion fine structure levels). They
are bilinear combinations of the dipole matrix elements
for transitions from the multiconfiguration LS-coupled Li
22P state to the channel described asymptotically by the
multiconfiguration Li+ final state with orbital angular
momentum Lf , spin Sf , parity pf , and the various al-
lowed total orbital angular momenta of the channel, the
sum of the photoelectron ℓ and the total orbital angular
momentum of the channel Lf , L (L = Lf +ℓ). The total
spin S = 1

2
and the parity p=+1 of the channel are fixed

by the conservation laws. Here we perform close-coupling
29-term target R-matrix calculations of the dipole matrix
elements similar to [10]. Note that after summation over
the fine-structure states of the residual ion any kind of
MDPE vanishes in the ionization from the oriented Li
22S1/2 ground state.

To describe the relative strength of the MDPE and re-
late it directly to the measured spectra, it is convenient to
introduce the relative (normalized) dichroism as a dimen-
sionless quantity MDPE=2(I1-I2)/(I1+I2), where I1 and
I2 are the intensities of the detected photoelectron line for
two different polarization states of the target atom, pro-
vided that other parameters of the experiment are kept
fixed. This quantity compares the difference between two
spectra with the average spectrum (I1 + I2)/2.

Fig. 3 displays selected results for the relative dichro-
ism as a function of the photon energy. The absolute val-
ues of LMDAD and LADAD(45/135) for the main 21,3P
photoelectron lines and normal shake satellites 31,3P do
not exceed 0.3 both in experiment and theory (only one
example is shown in Fig. 3(b)). Furthermore, experi-
ments recorded at 122 eV photon energy with circularly
polarized SR did not show a measurable CMDAD for any
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FIG. 4: Angle-integrated relative linear alignment dichroism
LAD(0/90) for the indicated Li+ final states and the dichro-
ism summed over ten states (see text).

Li+ states (not shown), in agreement with our calcula-
tions predicting very small absolute values, which do not
exceed 0.15.
As is seen from Figs. 2 and 3, the agreement between

theory and experiment is generally very good, showing
that our theoretical model correctly accounts for the
main mechanisms producing the K-shell MDPE. The rel-
ative MDPE for the 21,3P and 31,3P lines is roughly an
order of magnitude smaller than for the conjugate shake
transitions. This can be understood from the fact that
in the former case the reason for the dichroism, i.e., the
configuration mixing in the continuum, is only a small
addition to the main mechanism producing the shake up
lines, while in the latter case the reason for the MDPE is
the chief cause of the conjugate shake lines themselves.
The relative importance of the configuration mixing in
the continuum decreases with increasing photoelectron
energy, thereby leading to smaller values of the MDPE
for the 21,3P and 31,3P lines at higher photon energies.
In addition, our interpretation is also in accordance with
the observation of a large magnetic dichroism in the dou-
ble photoionization of laser-excited Li at threshold and
its decrease with increasing photon energy [8]. Consider-
ing the double photoionization as a combination of nor-
mal and conjugate shake processes (here for both elec-
trons), these results are explained by large interchannel
coupling and therefore high relative intensity of the con-
jugate shake process in the near threshold region.
A comment on the integral MDPE is appropriate here.

Owing to symmetry reasons, in the angle-integrated
photoelectron spectra linear magnetic dichroism LMD
and linear alignment dichroism LAD(45/135) vanish for
the individual lines, while circular magnetic dichroism
CMD and linear alignment dichroism LAD(0/90) sur-
vive. The latter is shown in Fig. 4 for selected lines.
Remarkably, after summing over the ten Li+ 1snℓ (nℓ =
2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d) final states, the angle-integrated photo-
electron fluxes for φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ become almost
equal for photon energies 80 - 130 eV and LAD(0/90)

drops down to ∼10−3. This also ex[plains nicely why
due to the limited resolution no effect of the alignment
of the 2p orbital was observed in [8] for the case of ioniza-
tion with excitation. Such a compensation does not occur
for the CMD; being summed over the same ten Li+ final
states, the calculated CMD shows values between −0.1
and −0.2 in the above range of photon energies.

In conclusion, by using the example of laser-excited
Li in the 2p state, we observed magnetic dichroism in
photoemission from atomic K-shell. The effect is purely
due to mixing of configurations in the atomic continuum
and is explained theoretically by extensive close-coupling
calculations.
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